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.he Baltic States, and Russia, as well as by the amelioration of
Polish-German relations. Opinion in Poland was surprised that
:he question of Eastern security was again raised, and endeavours
in that way might prejudice a state of peace and weaken the
neighbourly relations of Poland either west or east. She was
thus averse from discussing new schemes, unless convinced
that they would not harm her interests or those of Eastern Europe,
In sum, Beck's statement deprecated the new "accords" which
had been suggested as they might be of a nature to prejudice
the state of peace already established. But when the vote was
taken next day only Denmark abstained, and the decision was
unanimous, Poland voting against Germany with the other
12 delegates; Germany was absent. After the League Council's
vote a committee representing 13 States—England, Canada,
France, Russia, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Chile, Turkey, Poland,
Holland, Yugoslavia and Hungary—was set up to devise economic
and financial measures to be applied to any nation which in future
repudiated its international obligations. The effect on Germany
of the vote was one of angry exasperation. Her Press spoke of
the arrogance of the League Council in presuming to make
itself the "judge of Germany." On April 20 came Hitler's own
response of defiance; he saw in the decision of the Council an
attempt at a new special treatment for the Reich, and
"consequently rejected it most resolutely." On the same day
reports appeared in some French and Russian papers of the
existence of a secret treaty, said to have been signed on February
2, 1934, between Poland and Germany, the gist of which was
the pooling of their military, economic and financial resources,
to repulse all unprovoked aggression and to support each other
should one be attacked. But messages from both Warsaw and
Berlin immediately denied there was such a treaty; even in Paris
the story was disbelieved. The Polish Government, as well as
the German Government, had always said there was no secret
treaty between them at all; the reports were another illustration
of tendentious propaganda. From Geneva Beck went for a short
holiday to Venice, where he had a friendly talk with Suvich, the
Italian Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs,

